FMRFamide immunoreactive nervous system in the adult Cassiopeia xamachana scyphopolyp and at the early stages of planuloid formation
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ABSTRACT: Studies on the cnidarian nervous system are usually dedicated to model objects such as Hydra and Nematostella vectensis polyps or jellyfish of a few other species, whereas data about other groups and life cycle stages are fragmentary. This study is focused on the nervous system morphology of the mature Cassiopeia xamachana scyphopolyps and during the planuloid formation. We revealed two main groups of the FMRFamide-immunoreactive nerve elements in scyphopolyps. The neurites of the first group accompany musculature in the body column, tentacles and hypostome. Neurites of the second group form a weakly concentrated nerve ring at the margin of the oral disk, which may represent integrative center of the animal. During the planuloid formation no FMRFamide-immunoreactive nerve elements from the mother polyp contribute to the growing bud. This suggests that the FMRFamide-like component of the nervous system in the planuloid develops independently after separation.
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РЕЗЮМЕ: Исследования нервной системы кnidарий обычно посвящены медузам или таким модельным объектам как полипы Hydra и Nematostella vectensis, в то время как данные об иных группах или стадиях жизненного цикла фрагментарны. Данная работа фокусируется на морфологии нервной системы взрослых сцифополипов...
**Introduction**

Cnidarian nervous systems are the object of the intent attention of the scientific research from the morphology, neurochemistry and neurogenesis studies (Kass-Simon, Pierobon, 2007; Satterlie, 2011; Rentzsch et al., 2017) to more extensive questions of the nervous systems evolution and its origin in Metazoa (Watanabe et al., 2009; Arendt et al., 2016).

Nervous system in Cnidaria is considered to be primitive and includes three elements: the intraepithelially located cnidocytes, sensory cells, and a net of neurons. The neurons can concentrate in plexus-like structures, but never form true ganglia (Satterlie, 2015). Organization of the nervous system differs in two typical cnidarian life forms – the polyp and the medusa (or jellyfish). Jellyfish have multiple conduction systems controlling different types of their behavior, such as swimming, feeding or defense (Mackie, 2004; Satterlie, 2014). These systems integrate in the so-called nerve rings, primitive in Scyphozoa (Satterlie, Eichinger, 2014) and well-developed in Hydrozoa (Koizumi et al., 2015) and Cubozoa (Garm et al., 2007). The nerve rings are formed by the dense circular concentration of neurites at the bell margin.

The nervous system of a polyp, being relatively simple, is studied in more detail, particularly in the model species: the hydrozoan *Hydra* and the anthozoan *Nematostella vectensis*. In general polyps possess only one conducting system: the sparse nerve net in the body column and two well-distinguishable concentrations of the nerve elements at the peduncle and at the polyp head (Burnett, Diehl, 1964; Marlow et al., 2009; Gründer, Assman, 2015). The basal concentration is faint, whereas the head concentration is more complex. It includes nerve elements concentration in the mouthparts, at the oral disk, and near the tentacle bases. The latter has the highest concentration and is sometimes treated as a nerve ring. However it is still unclear whether it functions as the integration center and is homologous to the medusa nerve ring (Matsuno, Kageyama, 1984; Koizumi, 2007).

Data on the polyps in other cnidarian taxa are relatively poor, and only several studies are focused on the nervous system. Among Cubozoan only polyps of *Tripedalia cystophora* were studied in detail using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Chapman, 1978). They have a dispersed nerve net in the body and two nerve rings at the oral pole. One of these rings is ectodermal, wherein another one is endodermal, which is unique for cuboplyps.

In Scyphozoa the most studied species is *Aurelia aurita* (Discomedusae: Semaestomeae). In scyphopolyps of *A. aurita* the nervous system was described using TEM (Chia et al., 1984) and FMRFamide labeling (Sakaguchi et al., 1999). The concentration of nerve elements...
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**Fig. 1.** Polyp and planuloid of *Cassiopeia xamachana*, alive specimens. **A** — polyp of *C. xamachana* with developing planuloid. **B** — newly separated planuloid of *C. xamachana*. The anterior end of the planuloid is marked with asterisk, black arrowheads label the photosymbionts.

Scale bar: **A** — 1 mm; **B** — 0.5 mm.

Рис. 1. Полип и планулоид *Cassiopeia xamachana*, прижизненые фотографии. **A** — полип *C. xamachana* с развивающимся планулоидом, **B** — недавно отделившийся планулоид *C. xamachana*. Передний конец планулоида обозначен звездочкой, черные наконечники стрелок указывают на фотосимбионтов.

Масштаб: **A** — 1 мм; **B** — 0,5 мм.

**Data on the scyphopolyps morphology in the order Rhizostomeae is limited to the description of the external anatomy of the polyps and special features of their asexual propagation** (Schiariti *et al*., 2008; Kienberger *et al*., 2018). Recently we have studied the musculature of the *Cassiopeia* polyps (Khabibulina, Starunov, 2019). Further study on the nervous system organization in this species is important not only for the comparative analysis, but also because polyps of Cassiopeidae family have the special type of budding (Arai, 1997). Instead of the lateral budding, typical for other scyphozoans, in which new polyps develop directly on the
mother organism (Adler, Jarms, 2009), they produce ciliary stages — planuloids, which look similar to the typical planula larva (Fig. 1A, B). After a short period of swimming they settle down and transform into the new polyps. The development and metamorphosis of the Cassiopeidae planuloids were studied previously histologically (Bigelow, 1900) and with scanning electron microscopy (Van Lieshout, Martin, 1992). Presence of the solitary neurons in planuloids was also shown at the ultrastructural level (Hofmann, Honegger, 1990), but their origin and topology remain unknown.

This study is aimed to describe the nervous system features of the C. xamachana Bigelow, 1982 scyphopolyps and at the early stages of the planuloid development using immunolabeling against FMRFamide neuropeptide. We revealed two morphologically distinct groups in FMRFamide immunoreactive nervous system of the scyphopolyp. We also found, that these nerve elements were not involved in the planuloid formation.

**Material and methods**

The culture of the Cassiopeia xamachana Bigelow, 1982 was kept in artificial sea water with a salinity of about 32–35‰ at room temperature. Scyphopolyps were maintained in plastic tanks (25x15x8 cm) and were fed with the Artemia nauplii every two-three days, depending on the digestion time.

Specimens were anesthetized in 7.5% MgCl₂*6H₂O and then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0,1M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at room temperature for 1–2 hours. After fixation, the specimens were washed in Phosphate-buffered saline + 1.5% Triton-X100 (PBT) for 30 minutes and then 3 times for 15 minutes. After washing the specimens were incubated in 4M glycine in PBS for 1 hour and then washed again in PBT 2 times for 15 minutes. Next, the specimens were preincubated in 1.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS for 1–1.5 hours and washed again in PBS 2 times for 15 minutes. All incubations and washing steps were made at the room temperature.

The preincubated specimens were incubated with the primary antibody to FMRFamide (20091, Immunostar, diluted 1:1000 in PBS) for 2 days at 4 °C. The scyphopolyps were washed in PBS 3 times for 30 minutes and then incubated with the secondary antibodies Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti rabbit (A-11034, Invitrogen) or CF633 donkey anti rabbit (SAB4600132, Sigma) diluted 1:800 – 1:1000, and with TRITC-conjugated phalloidin (Sigma, P1951; dilution 1:100) in PBT for 2 days at 4 °C. After the last incubation specimens were carefully washed in PBS at room temperature and mounted in Mowiol 4-88 (Wurm et al., 2010). The confocal stacks were acquired using Leica TCS SP5 Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope, and analyzed using Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012) and Adobe Photoshop. The schemes were done with Inkscape 0.92 software.

**Results**

In the scyphopolyps of Cassiopeia xamachana elements labeled by FMRFamide antibody were situated irregularly and formed specific location patterns. The specific immunoreactiv...
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Fig. 3. Perisarc and the base of stalk of the Cassiopeia xamachana polyp. Visible structures are visualized due to autofluorescence under 633 nm laser of chlorophyll in fouling algae and chitin component in perisarc. Рис. 3. Перисарк и основание стебелька полипа Cassiopeia xamachana. Видимые структуры визуализированы благодаря автофлуоресценции хлорофилла водорослей-обрастателей и хитинового компонента перисарка в свете 633-нм лазера.

tive reaction was detected only in cell processes, and not in perikarya. We also noticed a high level of background labeling. This is possibly caused by non-specific binding of antibodies with the numerous secretory cells and surface mucus.

In the polyp stalk FMRFamide-like immunoreactive elements are found predominantly alongside the four septal muscular bands. Every muscle band in the stalk is accompanied by 5–6 fibers with large vesicles. They run in close proximity with muscle fibers throughout the stalk length (Fig. 2A) and then in the calyx (Fig. 2B–D). At the place of stalk-calyx transition the septal neurites become thinner and their amount decreases, the vesicles inside them become smaller (Fig. 2D). Apart from the septal FMRFamide-like immunoreactive elements, thin longitudinal neurites are also observed in the polyp body. These neurites run from the stalk (Fig. 2A), then disperse in the calyx to the oral disk (Fig. 2E–F) without branching or rapprochement. In the polyp peduncle the immunoreactive elements are impossible to trace because of the dense perisarc covering and autofluorescence of the microalgae fouling (Fig. 3).

At the oral disk near the basements of the tentacles FMRFamide-like immunoreactive elements form a circumhypostomal ring-shaped cluster — a nerve ring (Fig. 4A–C). The concentration of fibers in this circular cluster is the highest
Fig. 4. The parts of oral disk and hypostome of the *Cassiopeia xamachana* polyp labeled with FMRFamide antibody (cyan) and TRITC-conjugated phalloidin (red). A — musculature of the oral disk and the tentacle bases, view from above, B — FMRFamide-like immunoreactive elements of the oral disk and the tentacle bases, view from above, C — combined image of the musculature and FMRFamide-like immunoreactive elements of the oral disk, D — the calyx sector near the oral disk, F — hypostome, the place of mouth opening is marked with asterisk. The border of the nerve ring is demarcated by dotted line.

Abbreviations: hm — hypostomal muscles, hn — hypostomal neurites, odm — oral disk muscles, odn — oral disk neurites, rm — ring muscle, sb — photosymbionts cells, sm — septal muscle, tent — tentacles, tm — tentacle muscles. Scale bar: 100 µm.

Рис. 4. Участки орального диска и гипостома полипов *Cassiopeia xamachana* меченные антителами к FMRFамиду (голубой) и TRITC-конъюгированному фаллоидину (красный). A — мускулатура орального диска и оснований щупалец, вид сверху, B — FMRFамид-подобные иммунореактивные элементы орального диска и оснований щупалец, вид сверху, C — совмещение изображение FMRFамид-подобных иммунореактивных элементов и мускулатуры орального диска, D — участок чашечки вблизи от орального диска, F — гипостом, место расположения ротового отверстия обозначено звездочкой. Граница нервного кольца обозначена пунктирной линией.

Обозначения: hm — мышцы гипостома, hn — нейриты гипостома, odm — мышцы орального диска, odn — нейриты орального диска, rm — колцевая мускулатура, sb — клетки фотосимбионтов, sm — септальная мускулатура, tent — щупальца, tm — мышцы щупалец. Масштаб 100 мкм.
in the body. The net over the ring muscle (Fig. 4B) is so dense that individual cells are not distinguishable (Fig. 4A). On the side view of the polyp calyx, the border of the nerve ring coincides with the septal muscle endings (Fig. 4D). From the nerve ring separate fibers branch out and enter the tentacles. At the oral disk inward from the nerve ring FMRFamide-like immunoreactive elements with large vesicles form the loose net. The similar FMRFamide-like elements are observed in the hypostome (Fig. 4F) however the amount of the fibers here is lower than in the oral disk. In both oral disk and hypostome, there is no correspondence between the direction of the FMRFamide-like immunoreactive and muscular fibers.

In tentacles FMRFamide-like immunoreactive elements form the diffuse meshwork (Fig. 5). They do not strictly follow the direction of the muscle processes.

During the planuloid development no FMRFamide-like immunoreactivity was found in the growing bud evagination. The septal and solitary longitudinal immunoreactive elements are well-observed close to the site of the planuloid growth in the calyx (Fig. 6A). They never change their typical direction and do not form processes to the growing planuloid, accompanying the branching septal muscle fibers.

In the newly separated planuloid the FMRFamide-like immunoreactivity is very weak. No immunoreactive elements were observed at the posterior end that previously was connected to the mother polyp. In the middle part only a few thin longitudinal fibers are distinguishable (Fig. 6B), and their location does not strictly correspond with the muscle fibers topology. At the distal end of the planuloid there is a disperse group of the FMRFamide-immunoreactive elon-
Fig. 6. Forming and separated planuloids of *Cassiopeia xamachana* labeled with FMRFamide antibody (cyan) and TRITC-conjugated phalloidin (red). A — the base of growing planuloid protrusion near the septal muscle band of polyp, the approximate border between calyx and protrusion is marked with the intermittent line, B — separated planuloid, C — the anterior end of the planuloid, green arrowheads point the possible sensory cells. The anterior end of the planuloid marked with asterisk, the direction of planuloid growth is shown with arrow, single FMRFamide-like immunoreactive elements are pointed with white arrow heads. Abbreviations: bmf — branched off septal muscle fibers entering the growing planuloid, pm — planuloid muscles, sb — photosymbionts cells, sm — septal muscle band, sn — septal neurites. Scale bar: A — 100 µm; B, C — 50 µm.
Discussion

The scyphopolyps of Cassiopeia xamachana have two groups of FMRFamide-immunoreactive nerve elements (Fig. 7). The first group is the neurites accompanying muscle elements in the different body parts. The second group includes circular neurites, concentrated in the nerve ring.
The first and most conspicuous part of the body FMRFamide-like nerve elements are neurites accompanying the four septal muscle bands. Their location apparently suggests the involvement of the FMRFamide-like nerve elements in muscle activity control. This assumption may be supported by the data on another cnidarian species *Hydractinia echinata*, in which FMRFamide-immunoreactive neurons provide neuromodulation of the motor signal in smooth muscles (Plickert, Schneider, 2004). The involvement of the FMRFamide-immunoreactive neuronal elements in the control of the swimming muscle activity was also shown for scyphozoan jellyfish (Satterlie, Eichinger, 2014).

The second part of the body FMRFamide-like nerve elements was found in the tentacles. These neurites form diffuse net of short branched processes without any sign of concentration. Probably in this case FMRFamide-immunoreactive elements are also involved in neuromuscular interactions, transmitting the signal directly from the sensory cells in epidermis to the short tentacle muscle fibers (Walker et al., 2009).

The third part of the body FMRFamide-like nerve elements is located in the hypostome and the surrounding region of the oral disk. In this group the neurons also form a diffuse network, but they have thicker processes than in the tentacles, and are more numerous. These neurons possibly regulate the complex movements of the hypostome.

The second group of the FMRFamide-immunoreactive nerve elements is located at the margin of the oral disk, near the tentacles bases, where circumhypostomal nerve elements form the nerve ring. Circular nerve structures at the oral pole are found in polyp stages of the other cnidarian groups (Watanabe et al., 2009). Similar nerve concentrations are considered as the nerve ring in *Hydra* (Koizumi, 2007; Hufnagel, Kass-Simon, 2016), in *Nematostella vectensis* (Marlow et al., 2009), and in *Tripedalia cystophora* (Chapman, 1978). In all these cases neurites in the nerve ring are located densely and almost form nerve cords. On the contrary, in the scyphopolyps — as it was shown for *Aurelia aurita* (Sakaguchi et al., 1999) and in this study for *Cassiopeia xamachana* — the density of neuron processes is relatively low and they never form a concentrated cord. However, this cluster is the most condensed part of the nervous system in the whole polyp body. In addition, the neurites of septal, tentacle and hypostomal musculature are probably interconnected with the nerve ring. Thus, we can suppose that in scyphopolyps the nerve ring cluster may function as an integrative center of the polyp the same way as in other cnidarians.

In general, the FMRFamide-positive system organization in the scyphopolyps is similar to that in the Anthozoa. Part of the FMRFamide-like neurites forms well-distinguishable longitudinal patterns in the body column and co-localizes with musculature. The anthozoans and scyphozoans share some similar morphological features of muscle system. Muscle elements are organized in functional groups: septal muscle bands in the scyphopolyps (Chia et al., 1984; Khabibulina, Starunov, 2019) or mesenterial columnar muscles in the anthopolyps (Jahnel et al., 2014). In both cases FMRFamide-like neurons accompany these muscle groups (Marlow et al., 2009; this study). At the same time similar neuronal structures were not found in the Hydrozoa and the Cubozoa. Muscle fibers in these polyps are more evenly dispersed in the body column (Mueller, 1950; Chapman, 1978; Leclère, Röttinger, 2017). Similarly, body FMRFamide-like neurites in Hydrozoa or Cubozoa are never organized in dense groups, but form a diffuse net with the prevalence of the longitudinally oriented nerve processes (Kass-Simon, Pierobon, 2007, Mayorova, Kosevich, 2013).

FMRFamide labeling was also shown in the sensory cells of the jellyfish rhopaliala (Scogh et al., 2006; Nakanishi et al., 2009). Sensory function was also suggested for FMRFamide neurons found in the ectodermal layer of the mature planula larva (Martin, 1992; Nakanishi et al., 2008). Interestingly, the sensory cells are replaced by motor neurons during planula to polyp metamorphosis and no FMRFamide-positive cells of sensory type were described in the polyps to date (Martin, 2000; Mayorova, Kosevich, 2013; Pennati et al., 2013). We also did
not find sensory FMRFamide-like cells in *C. xamachana* polyps. Nevertheless, we found the region of the FMRF-positive cells at the anterior end of the planuloid. The shape of these cells and their location remind of the FMRFamide-like sensory cells in the planulae. However, it is difficult to determine the exact cell specification because of the strong non-specific labeling in this region.

Except for the FMRFamide-immunoreactive cells at the anterior end the number of FMRFamide-positive nerve elements in the planuloid is extremely low. During its formation, the nearest septal muscle noticeably reorganizes: several muscle fibers branch off the muscle band and enter the tissue protrusion of the developing planuloid. Nevertheless, we did not observe any change in the number or location of the FMRFamide-positive neurites near the site of the planuloid growth. After the separation, only a few very faint longitudinal nerve fibers were revealed in the middle part of planuloid, which is consistent with the ultrastructural data (Hofmann, Honegger, 1990). Although the direction of these solitary neurites coincides with that of developing muscle fibers, the neurites do not localize in the close proximity to the forming muscle bands and may not provide a neuromotor function.

We can suggest that FMRFamide-positive neurons of the mother polyp are not involved in the planuloid growth. During the free-swimming period FMRFamideergic nervous system barely starts to form. The putative sensory cells at the anterior end of the planuloid are probably persisting until the moment of attachment, similarly to the planula larvae (Martina, 2000). The locomotion of the planuloid is ciliary, growing muscles only provide slight body shape changes. However, by the moment of settlement the musculature of planuloid resembles that of the polyp. Probably at this moment the active differentiation of the neurons controlling the muscular system takes place. In this way a new polyp may relatively quickly proceed to the complex feeding and stress behavior.

Thereby the FMRFamide-positive nervous system in scyphopolyps of *Cassiopeia xam-

achana* is made up of two parts. The first part is directly connected with the active muscular elements such as septal, tentacle and hypostomal muscles, providing motor function, and also includes solitary longitudinal elements in the stalk and calyx. The second one is a relatively loose nerve ring - the integration center of the polyp, located at the oral disk.
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